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Exit interview: Al Horford 

Curtis Compton

By Chris Vivlamore

Another in the continuing series of what some Hawks players had to say following last week's season-ending loss in the playoffs to the Pacers before they left for the summer.

Here is what Al Horford had to say in his exit interview.

Q. As one of the few returning players, what are your thoughts about next season?

A. It’s intriguing just kind of seeing what is going to happen with everything that is going on here. I’m on board with (GM) Danny (Ferry) and the plans that he has for us here moving forward. He has a

better than I certainly do. I’m just going to wait and see. My job is to really get better as a player, get healthy first of all, and keep working on my game and get better

I just know there are going to be things happening. We have a lot of free agents.

Q. What would you like to have next season?

A. I just want to be successful. I’m proud of the way that we handled our season this year. We did well. As free agency gets closer and all that stuff starts happening, I’m going to be open if they want my

advice on anything or if they need me to give my opinion I’ll definitely be looking to do that and try to be part of things.

Q. When you talk about getting healthy, will you do that here? What is the plan?

A. I’m thinking about probably spending time here. We have really good trainers and a strength coach and now that they are going to be able to work with me with not as much pressure of a season, I

think that is going to be really big for me to spend time getting right.

Q. What has been the most difficult part of the last couple of years? There has been a lot of turnover the last two years and next year there will be a lot more.

A. It’s difficult. We were such a tight group for so many years since I’ve been here. This is what the NBA is about. With professional sports, there is always change. That is something that you need to be

able to deal with. For some of the guys who have been here, Josh (Smith), Zaza (Pachulia) and myself, we’ve been really lucky that we haven’t been moved around.

Q. Do you think that this franchise, not always known for great fan support, can go out and get some of the big free agents? You have money to spend and sometimes with the money being even, you

have to sell the organization and city. Do you think this franchise can do that?

A. I think under Danny Ferry and what he is trying to do, that is going to be the key for us. I feel like he really wants to do things the right way and with class, either when things are going good or bad. So I

feel like guys in free agency or whatever guy wants to come over here and play is going to be able to see that and appreciate it. I think everything else is going to fall into place. I know we have great fans.

It was proven. Yeah, during the regular season it wasn’t the best but during the playoffs you see the potential of what fans can be like here. At the end of the day, our fans want to see a team that goes

out and plays hard, plays the right way and that is all you can really ask for.

Q. You used the word intriguing in terms of the turnover, how difficult is it to face the uncertainty of what is to come next year?

A. I’m not too worried about it. I feel like Danny has a certain vision of where he wants to go. Obviously he has to evaluate a lot of things and work things out but I have a lot of confidence in him and what

the Hawks are trying to accomplish. I actually feel OK moving forward with everything to come.
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Posted by -OBrien- at 8:27 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

C-Viv, 

i thought you would have asked him about Josh and his free agency, or something about LD.

Posted by km42 at 8:29 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

Al is being PC about what is about to happen to this roster. He and Lou may be the only returnees from last year.

That said, rumors have 2 teams interested in Jerry Sloan, and one of them isn't Brooklyn. You think DF will go opposite of LD and bring in a discipline coach like Sloan?

Posted by -OBrien- at 8:45 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

FTPB, 

Ramon, 

"But for the right price (18th pick?), I'd be willing to take a look at him for two seasons. " 

Minny used a top 6 pick on Rubio, and waited 1 or 2 years for him to come to the NBA. They will not trade him for the 18th pick in a weak draft. 

Plus if they trade Rubio, you can best believe Kevin Love is gone in 2 or 3 years. Hawks are better off trying to trade for Kevin Love (who may already be disgruntled - although with Flip coming in, Love

may give him the benefit of the doubt that Kahn never deserved). 

That being said, I wonder what Kevin's Love price tag would be? Al Horford, Lou Williams, and 2 first round picks? Kevin love would be the perfect stretch 4 next to Dwight, and we could make it work

without CP3. 

Posted by -sting- at 8:46 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

ftlb:

Posted by -sting- at 8:42 a.m. May. 9, 2013 Edit

stevew the bulls have a one dimensional scorer in nate. when he is in a zone staying out of his own way he is just that, never more and never less. saw him do it to atl on too many occasions, once

specifically with the knicks. i always dread his appearances in games against our hawks.

the korver dig was unwarranted because it goes both ways. some would never like him or see his value because he is white. he has hinrich value on this blog. the pros on tv go on about hinrich though

because they know what it really takes on the stage we only pretend to know. here we just continue to devalue him and have. who knows what might have happened when he went down with the

hamstring in the waning moments of the magic series.

anyone hear the tribute to george karl last night on tnt as coy shaq, kenny and charles piled it on. kenny even said the glove payton was ordinary coming into the league and karl was the difference in

who he became because of his coaching. here, george is just an ole tire to kick.

yes, stevew a lot of good observations and opinions here. the sign still reads "no experts here", only wanna be's with a whole lot of agendas and bias. yes it is good but take it for what it is.

Posted by vava74 at 8:49 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

FTPB (on one dimensional players):

I guess that this is being directed at me.

My gripe with one dimensional players is that seldom they are priced right and used right. Also, there are levels of one dimensionality since there are players who are one dimensional but TRY on other

areas of the game and there are one dimensional players who are completely one dimensional.

Nick Young is the best example of the latter and his career down spiral is becoming close to irreparable.

Also, I don't buy in bundling players in one boxed in category without caveats: JR Smith has always been a more complete and intense player than Jamal and Nick Young. Same applies, to some extent

to Nate, whose intensity is sky high.

Jamal and Nick are incredibly talented but they always seem to bring a less than intense demeanour to the court and that is a pity.

Same reasoning about $$ and minutes applies to other one dimensional players like KK who struggled mightily against IND with LD insisting that he played nearly 30 minutes.

KK should have been used primarily against IND's bench - who do not defend as well - and with as many (good) shots assigned to him as possible during those minutes. Instead of having him on the

floor we should have had Ivan for more minutes.
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This does not invalidate that one dimensional players are not useful, merely that their contribution is typically more important in the regular season - against lesser opponents - than in the playoffs when

match ups are exposed by superior talent and superior coaching.

KK was very important for our regular season success but should not have been used the same way in the playoffs.

Posted by -sting- at 8:53 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

al:

Yeah, during the regular season it wasn’t the best but during the playoffs you see the potential of what fans can be like here. At the end of the day, our fans want to see a team that goes out and plays

hard, plays the right way and that is all you can really ask for.

you got that right al. there are fans here and fans that will jump on the wagon if they see there is commitment to getting further along than always managing bottom line, taking some risks putting quality

coaches and players together to deliver a major league product. we havent seen this in years of aol and basg ownership.

what about a sign and trade of josh for love o'b? is that feasible in the constraints of the cba? would that give enough diversity between the bigs and any defense? or then do a move to get d12 to put

with him and move al for something else or two of value we need?

Posted by km42 at 9:05 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

Doesn't Josh have to be willing to go to Minny first before a trade takes place? I gotta think if I was Josh, I wouldn't be considering them unless they are willing to keep Love and Rubio together and Flip

Saunders can figure out a way for all 3 to co-exist. I know Memphis offered Josh his last time around in RFA, and I thought that Minnesota showed interest as well.

LD is the first piece of the re-organization of this franchise.

Posted by glw72 at 9:05 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

@ OBrien

I like Love's game too, he is a super rebounder and developed a solid outside game. So he would be a good complement for D12 if we were able to get him. But wouldnt Horford be a good complement

to Howard too? Love is probably viewed as a slightly better player than Horford, but he makes a bit more and I wouldnt be wiling to trade Lou and 2 first rounder's to acquire a player who is only slightly

better than Horford.

Posted by km42 at 9:12 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

With where the Hawks are drafting, here is an interesting tweet coming from David Locke:

"Shane Larkin's dad is MLB great Barry Larkin - draft him on the dad athlete theory - see Steph Curry, Mike Conley and Klay Thompson"

Is 5'11" Shane Larkin big enough to go in mid-1st round? 2 comparisons: Lawson and DJ Augustine. He might be worthy at selection 18.

Posted by AstroJoe at 9:41 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

I would have liked to know more about his plans to "keep working on my game and get better".

That is a nice segue into the fact that we haven't had a big man coach for a few years. 

Al also said, "our fans want to see a team that goes out and plays hard, plays the right way and that is all you can really ask for".

Funny, no mention about how great the fan base is in Boston or some other city. In fact, he justifies some of the attitudes of the Atlanta fan base. Interesting.

Posted by AstroJoe at 9:48 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

km42, that Shane becomes a great middle infielder?

Posted by -OBrien- at 9:53 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

doc, 

"At the end of the day, our fans want to see a team that goes out and plays hard, plays the right way and that is all you can really ask for." 

Much better response compared to JJ's "we dont care if the fans show up or not" :)
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Posted by -OBrien- at 9:56 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

doc, 

"what about a sign and trade of josh for love o'b?" 

km42 is right. Josh has to agree to a SNT, and he is not going to agree to go to Minny, which is part of the reason I suggested Al and Lou. Both of them are under contract (so they have no say), and their

price tag is reasonable.

Posted by AstroJoe at 10:04 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

Players shouldn't play well based on the attendance of fans. Joe was absolutely, positively right!

Posted by -OBrien- at 10:16 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

BTW, this is what can happen when a team gets its draft picks right. GS took Steph Curry 7th in the 2009 draft and Klay Thompson 11th in the 2011 draft, and they are building blocks of the team going

forward. 

We wasted a #2 pick, a #5 pick, and a #6 pick SMH.

Posted by AstroJoe at 10:38 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

OB, are you saying that despite being in the lottery for the better part of a decade, GSW is a model because they got 2-3 draft picks right?

Posted by -sting- at 10:44 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

o'b and an 11 on acie! four lottery picks down the drain. we hit on one of five. josh was a 15 via the trade to detroit of sheed as najeh reminded me.

and they wonder why the fans are not in the seats?

several guys are saying this is a pro organization going the right way. hope they are right. it wasn't.

Posted by -bigdave- at 11:05 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

i like Shane.. was a player this past season. has a lot of what Teague is missing. that floor general/pulse of team dynamic. dude knew when to take it upon himself, plenty shot making ability; seemed

to have a hold on the nuances of the pg position. wouldnt be mad at that pick at all..

Posted by -bigdave- at 11:06 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

"but during the playoffs you see the potential of what fans can be like here. At the end of the day, our fans want to see a team that goes out and plays hard, plays the right way and that is all you can really

ask for."

good job Al...

Posted by AstroJoe at 11:06 a.m. May. 9, 2013

Report Abuse

Seriously, can we see if this GSW team gets past the 2nd round or even gets into the playoffs for 6 consecutive years before we claim that they have done things so much better than the Hawks? One

road victory in the 2nd round does not mean franchise success.
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